Enzyme-catalyzed oxidation of cholesterol in pure monolayers at the air/water interface.
Mean molecular area vs. lateral surface pressure isotherms were determined for monolayers containing cholesterol, 4-cholesten-3-one (cholestenone), or binary mixtures of the two. At all lateral surface pressures examined, cholestenone had a larger mean molecular area requirement than cholesterol. Results with the binary mixtures of cholesterol and cholestenone suggested that the sterols did not mix ideally (non additive mean molecular area) with each other in the monolayer; the observed mean molecular area for mixtures was less than would be expected based on ideal mixing. The mixed sterol monolayers also displayed a reduction in the lateral collapse pressure which appeared to be a linear function of the mole fraction of cholestenone in the monolayer, suggesting that cholesterol and cholestenone were completely miscible in the mixed monolayer. The pure cholesterol monolayer was next used to examine the cholesterol oxidase-catalyzed (Brevibacterium sp.) oxidation of cholesterol to cholestenone at different lateral surface pressures at 22 degrees C. The difference in mean molecular area requirements of cholesterol and cholestenone was directly used to convert monolayer area changes (at constant lateral surface pressure) into average reaction rates. It was observed that the average catalytic activity of cholesterol oxidase increased linearly with increased lateral surface pressure in the range of 1 to 20 mN/m. In addition, the enzyme was capable to oxidize cholesterol in monolayers with a lateral surface pressure close to the collapse pressure of cholesterol monolayers (collapse pressure 45 mN/m; oxidation was observed at 40 mN/m). The adsorption of cholesterol oxidase to an inert sterol monolayer film at low surface pressures (around 9 mN/m) was marginal, although clearly detectable at very low (0.5-4 mN/m) lateral surface pressures, suggesting that the enzyme did not penetrate deeply into the monolayer in order to reach the 3 beta-hydroxy group of cholesterol. This interpretation is further supported by the finding that a maximally compressed cholesterol monolayer (40 mN/m) was readily susceptible to enzyme-catalyzed oxidation. It is concluded that cholesterol oxidase is capable of oxidizing cholesterol in laterally expanded monolayers as well as in tightly packed monolayers, where the lateral surface pressure is close to the collapse pressure. The kinetic results suggested that the rate-limiting step in the overall process was the substrate availability per surface area (or surface concentration) at the water/lipid interface.